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Introduction

“Oh sure, crèching is in the book.
But that isn’t in here.”

ix

Australian landscapes vary from tropical rainforest to some of the
driest deserts in the world. This island continent is surrounded by
thousands of miles of coastline which abut deserts, rainforests, and
urban centers. High habitat diversity, long-term isolation, and unpredictable rainfall patterns have set the stage for the evolution of unique
flora and fauna. As a consequence, many endemic species exhibit behaviors found nowhere else in the world.
With regard to birds, many Australian species are as astounding to
watch as they are beautiful. The dawn chorus of Laughing Kookaburras, the courtship displays of Satin Bowerbirds, and the mound building of Brush-turkeys are three of many examples. Field guides help
identify plants and animals; this book will help you recognize and
appreciate the unique behavioral ecology of Australian birds.
In the first section, you will find 29 behavioral profiles of Australian
birds. In many profiles, a species’ most noteworthy behaviors are
described and illustrated in black and white line drawings. In some
profiles, distinctive behaviors are discussed in detail, such as tailwagging by Willy Wagtails, kidnapping by White-winged Choughs,
and petal-carrying by Superb Fairy-wrens.
In the second section of the book, titled “Adaptive attributes,” the
emphasis is on introducing basic facts that relate to the social and ecological pressures directing the evolution of behavior. Such information
can be extremely helpful in understanding why Australian birds behave the way they do.
Terra Explorer
Watching how birds behave provides a good reason to enjoy the outdoors but also offers an opportunity to learn how different species cope
with unique challenges in their physical and social environments. By
just remaining keenly alert, you will undoubtedly make interesting and
delightful discoveries, even some that are new to science. This book
was written to help you interpret the behaviors that you witness while
watching birds. But truthfully, a single guide can only offer a limited
amount of information. Do not despair, however, because it is the thrill
of encountering the unknown that adds a sense of adventure to field
excursions. To maximize your pleasure and productivity, I recommend
recording your observations on videotape. Doing so will give you the
opportunity to relive your experiences and, in the process, inspire new
insights. Of equal importance, when events are recorded on tape you
1

can share your discoveries with other naturalists at home and over the
internet.
The material in this book presents ideas concerning what to videotape and contextual information that will help you interpret your observations. If exploring with a camcorder appeals to you, I suggest that
you consider uploading your best stories and videos to the Terra
Explorer Project located at www.terranat.com. In fact, a few of the behaviors mentioned in this book have been videotaped and described
online.

Homepage of www.terranat.com

"I find studying the behaviour of animals in their natural surroundings a
fascinating hobby. It allows one to live out of doors and in beautiful scenery;
it gives free scope to one's urge to observe and to reflect; and it leads to discoveries. Even the most trivial discovery gives intense delight."
Niko Tinbergen, Nobel laureate
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Behavioral profiles

“You know, you’re right. It is the Macarena!”

Emu

WJD

(height up to 2 m)

Breeding
Emus have a long reproductive
cycle—up to 2 years from
pairing to independence of the
offspring. They breed at most
latitudes across Australia,
except in northern Queensland. Sexual dimorphism is
most evident during the breeding season when females
develop a large pouch and
fluffy feathers at the base of
the neck. Also, the skin at the
top of the neck of both males
and females turns a turquoise
blue (but not in all adults).

Dromaius novaehollandiae
Female Emus preferentially court a specific mate, whereas the male
accepts most females in his vicinity. Females are also more aggressive
and defensive than males, suggesting that there is competition between
females for access to males. DNA fingerprinting indicates lots of extrapair copulations.

Standing tall: During a prolonged confrontation, Emus
will stretch their body upward
in an attempt to become as
tall as possible. If neither bird
backs down, one opponent
may charge its rival. Notice
the slightly inflated throat
pouch of the bird on the right.

LS
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During courtship, females emit a resonant boom or drumming
sound, whereas males produce a short, coarse grunting sound. While
displaying, both sexes fluff out the feathers on the front of the neck
which is curved into an S-shaped posture. Also, a female is likely to
perform a high step walk that drifts to one side as she progresses.
Some females produce a very strong odor to attract and activate the
sexual interests of males. When a male prefers a specific female, he
follows her and attempts to place his head over her back or nape.
Females exhibit sexual interest by lowering the head, raising the tail,
and crouching in the mating position. A responsive male crawls toward
her and introduces his erect phallus into her cloaca. Incidentally, very
few birds have a phallus.

WJD

Broody behavior
An Emu’s nest is little more than a shallow scrape on a bare patch of
ground. While a female lays an egg, the nest’s owner is often standing
nearby all the while tossing small twigs and leaves over his back. As
many as 15 eggs can be laid in a nest, but eventually an upper limit
is reached when the attending male pushes away any females that
approach the nest. A male may lose up to 25 percent of his body weight
while sitting on the eggs during the continuous 56-day incubation
period. Upon hatching, the male cares for the chicks for another 18
months.

The striped pattern of Emu chicks
makes the young birds difficult to see
when they hide under shrubs or feed
among mallee vegetation. In the wild,
several broods may join to form a
crèche that is attended by an adult
male.

6

Aggression
Grunting and hissing accompany most aggressive interactions. During
prolonged exchanges, Emus stretch their body upward to become as
tall as possible. If neither bird backs down, one opponent may charge
its rival and a chase ensues. During a fight, Emus jump up and kick forward and down with their toes spread open.
Females are aggressive toward other females that attempt to court
their partner. Some males are defensive during incubation, but males
are mostly aggressive when they are with their chicks. On most occasions, aggressive Emus will back off if a human raises an arm above the
Emu’s head—using a stick as an extension of the arm is useful when an
Emu is very tall!

Strutting: When
sexually active,
Emus, particularly
females, strut about
with their throat
pouch inflated. The
pouch is used as a
resonating chamber to amplify the
Emu’s territorial
booming.
LS

Habitat
Emus occur in a wide range of
habitats, from desert to woodlands, but rarely in rainforests.
Their preferred habitat is
sclerophyll forests.

range
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Australian Brush-turkey

WJD

Breeding
While the eggs of most birds
are laid in a snug nest and
then warmed by their parent’s body heat, brushturkeys bury their eggs in
a mound of decomposing
leaves that provides all of
the heat for incubation.
Only the male builds and
attends the mound. Leaves
are continuously added
and removed to maintain a
temperature between 31º C
and 38º C, the optimal range
male
for hatching eggs.
Only the male has a dan(length 70 cm)
gling yellow wattle, which
Alectura lathami
is present when breeding.
Males are also larger and
noisier than the females. Each male tries to attract as many females as
possible to his incubation mound. With regard to females, each may lay
up to 30 eggs per breeding season distributed across all of the mounds
in her local area. Presumably, for each egg produced, a female makes a
separate decision about which male will fertilize the ovum (egg).
Territoriality
A male brush-turkey not only defends an area surrounding his mound,
but he also defends areas where food is abundant. In fact, in local parks
where people gather to have picnics, it is common to find male brushturkeys rushing and chasing one another. In the breeding season,
prominent features include a long yellow wattle hanging from the base
of a vividly red neck. Also, a male can vary the length of his wattle to fit
prevailing circumstances. For instance, when he passes through a
neighbor’s territory, he has the option of retracting the wattle to minimize attracting attention, but when on home turf, an extended wattle
signifies to other brush-turkeys that he is willing to defend his domain.
By inflating it with air, a male’s wattle is also used to produce low8

male

↑

female →
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GRH

frequency booms, the function of which is to advertise his presence.
Early in the breeding season, males spend a lot of time building and
maintaining their mound and frequently stopping to boom to attract
females.
Indeed, to have any chance of mating, a male has to encourage
females to ascend his mound, which is where most copulations take
place. Most visits by females, however, are only casual affairs to check
whether a male is present and the suitability of his mound to receive
her eggs. In these instances, a male often performs a flattened display
by spreading his wings and tail as he lies prostrate on top of the
mound. This is not to say, however, that access to a male’s mound is
free. If a female wants to stay for any length of time―perhaps to check
the temperature of the mound, using heat sensors in her beak―she
must appease the male by copulating with him; forced copulations also
occur.
When ready to lay, a female first digs a hole in the mound, lays an
egg in the hole, and then covers the egg. During this process the male
offers no assistance. Instead, he stalks around the top of the mound and
pecks at small objects, a behavior that redirects aggression away from
the female. Though he wants a female to lay an egg, he does not necessarily want her to linger excessively since his primary objective is to
attract as many females to his mound as possible. Needless to say,
when a female is present on a mound, other females will keep their
distance.

Visual displays of the male Brush-turkey

Retracted wattle (right) and
Extended wattle (below)

Booming male

Flattened display on
top of the mound
Habitat
Preferred habitats are
rainforests and wet sclerophyll forests, but brush-turkeys
also inhabit drier scrub and
suburban areas.

range
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Adaptive attributes
and useful facts

“Considering my alternative, I’d love to
try an interspecies relationship.”

96

GRH

Plumage colors and patterns

male

female

An unusual parrot
Eclectus Parrots are unusual. Not only are females more brightly
colored than males, but chicks molt directly into their adult colors.
Eclectus Parrots also breed cooperatively—a rare trait among parrots.
And lastly, females can determine the sex of their offspring. One
female, for example, produced a string of 12 male eggs before switching
to lay 13 female eggs. Apparently, a female chooses to produce sons
when there is a need for helpers and switches to daughters when she is
not having problems raising young.
These bizarre traits are linked to difficulties in breeding in the tropical rainforests of northern Australia and New Guinea. For starters,
there is stiff competition among females for useable tree-hollows for
nesting. Eclectus Parrots search for hollows located in the tallest tree in
the forest because such hollows are less vulnerable to predators (e.g.,
pythons). A good hollow must also remain dry during the wet season,
or nestlings will drown during heavy downpours. Once in possession
of a hollow, a female will remain nearby or in the nest for eight months
of the year in order to prevent other parrots from usurping the hollow.
Even though a female depends upon males to feed her and her chicks,
she remains aggressive toward males trying to enter the nest.
From a male’s perspective, females that possess a hollow are those
that can reproduce. Perhaps this is why multiple males (up to 11) may
feed each breeding female—some of these helpers are sexual partners
(a male may tend more than one female), but most are offspring from
97

previous clutches. Females do all of the incubation and brooding of
chicks; whereas males spend the majority of their time foraging for
fruit, nuts, and other vegetable matter. The male’s green plumage
makes him difficult to spot in the forest canopy.

Brightly colored rail chicks
GRH

Bright colors convey information. For adult birds, conspicuous colors attract the opposite
sex and warn rivals to stay
away. In contrast, the plumage
of young birds is usually dull
or cryptically colored. Exceptions to this pattern occur
when the appearance of chicks
evokes a feeding response from
their parents. A colorful gaping
mouth of a nestling songbird is
The red head of young Dusky Moorone example; the red head of a
hens attracts the attention of adults
rail chick is another.
who might feed them.
After comparing the behavior
of 97 rail species, biologists discovered that head ornamentation on
young birds is most common in species where adults feed only the
youngest chicks—as a young rail becomes less dependent on its parents
for food its bright colors fade. In other words, as competition between
chicks for an adult’s attention wanes the need to visually stand out
decreases.
Understandably, competition between young chicks is greatest in
large broods, and with regard to rails, large broods can result from joint
nesting of females, crèching of young, high rates of extra-pair paternity,
and egg dumping where one hen lays its eggs in another hen’s nest. All
of these possibilities have the same result, namely the occurrence of
unrelated chicks being raised in the same brood. In turn, the need to be
effective only increases when it comes to begging for food, either by
vocalizing or displaying bright colors. Of the two options, the display
of a red head and beak seems to work best for Dusky Moorhens.
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Tails advertise quality

Melanie Rathburn

Male White-winged Fairy-wrens (see
photo on page 135) obtain their striking nuptial plumage in their fourth
year. Until then, young males resemble females except for sexually mature
males that exhibit a bright blue tail.
Why do some young males have blue
tails? To learn more, researchers
measured various attributes of tails
from different males. They discovered
that the blue-tailed males were large
and in better physical condition than
brown-tailed males. Also, blue tails
not only reflect light in the UV-blue
Blue and brown tails of two
range of the spectrum, but on average
fairy-wren males. The two
images were digitally modified
are shorter than brown tails.
to be displayed side-by-side;
So it would seem that the length
the actual size of the tails
and color of a male’s tail can convey
shown here are not to scale.
useful information, namely whether a
male is sexually mature (by color) and, to a lesser degree, information
on a male’s physical well-being. Since conducting aerial maneuvers are
more difficult with a short tail, a male could potentially show off his
flying skills more effectively if he possesses a blue tail (also see discussion below).

Some like it short—tails, that is
Charles Darwin believed that elaborate traits such as long tails evolved
to help males attract females; he
also argued that sexual selection
can reduce the size of a trait. This is
apparently true for Golden-headed
Cisticola. In this polygynous reed
warbler, the length of the male’s tail
after molting (timed to occur just
before breeding) is far shorter than
the female’s tail (the sexes are similar
in other respects).
99

Male Golden-headed
Cisticola
longer tail in
nonbreeding male

WJD

Apparently, a short tail is aerodynamically efficient during prolonged territorial skirmishes. As a result, short-tailed males have an
advantage over long-tailed males. With energy to spare, a short-tailed
male can devote considerable time courting females, leading to multiple
females nesting on his territory. A sexy appearance plus energetic performances could explain why short-tailed males, on average, sire more
young than males with long tails.

Coverable badges
A bird’s appearance often
advertises its social ranking. In
this regard, the size and color of
specific areas of the body serve
as badges that announce the
wearer’s status. To work, a badge
should be a reliable indicator of a
wearer's age, health, or fighting
ability.

WJD

WJD

Sulphur-crested
Cockatoo

WJD

Lewin’s
Honeyeater

Though the physiological costs of
growing a plumage badge is low, the
social cost of advertising high status
can be substantial. Why? Because
flashy males are most likely to be
challenged by other males. This is
one reason why inexperienced young
males exhibit duller colors than dominant males.
One evolutionary solution to the
problem of attracting unwanted attention is to cover your badge when you
are at a disadvantage or do not want
to pick a fight. A male Brush-turkey
(bottom left), for example, can expand
and retract its wattle depending upon
prevailing circumstances. The erectable facial tufts of various honeyeaters
(above) and head crests in cockatoos
(top left), are two additional examples.

Brush-turkey
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The case of the missing crests
In the mating game, convincing
the opposite sex to cooperate is
often difficult. Among birds, it
is usually the male’s task to persuade a female that he is worthy
of her attention. This is accomplished by dancing, singing, and
exhibiting flashy feathers. So far
so good, but why do specific
traits attract a female’s attention
in the first place?
For various reasons a bird’s
central nervous system is biased
to detect certain colors or sounds. A Long-tailed Finch (left) and a Zebra
Finch (right) are fitted with artificial
Assume, for example, that the
crests.
visual system of a species is sensitive to the color blue because the ability to see blue helps birds locate
food. Because of this sensory bias, it is possible that females looking for
a mate will prefer blue males (e.g., Satin Bowerbirds). If this happens,
there would now exist strong selection for males to exploit this sexual
preference by evolving blue feathers. If this intriguing idea is valid, it
could explain why traits that seem to have no special survival value can
nonetheless affect the behavior of the opposite sex. Take for instance
what happens when you modify the appearance of male grass-finches.
No species of Australian grass-finch exhibits a crest on the forehead
or nape. Yet when researchers attached white, red, and green feathered
crests on heads of Zebra
Finches and Long-tailed
Finches, the effect on the
behavior of females was
amazing. In particular,
females of both species
acquired a strong and
Lasting preference for whiteWJD
crested males. The effect on
males was mixed. Male
“At this rate, we’ll never get fed
Long-tailed Finches also
while Lucille wears the hat with the
preferred females adorned
purple feather in it!”
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with a white crest, whereas male Zebra Finches rejected crested-females
regardless of the crest color. Possibly, a sensory-bias for white is latent
in both species. Could this be why females of both species pad their
nests with white feathers?

Concealed identity
Male and female Long-tailed Finches look alike. At first this may seem
peculiar given that males benefit by displaying bright colors and flashy
adornments such as tall crests. In some circumstances, however, it
is better to conceal any trait that reveals social status, including one’s
sexual identity. Is this why juvenile males of many species look like
females? Such “deception” can reduce the level of harassment by adult
males who otherwise would perceive young males as sexual competitors.
Consider the following facts: Long-tailed Finches interact frequently
with one another within their respective colonies (consisting of 10 to 20
pairs) and within foraging flocks. Also, males and females establish
long-term bonds that lessen the need for males to persuade females to
mate with them. Still, dominant males approach and display to newcomers in a group. Such males are known to perform upright postures,
sing, and even attempt to copulate with new arrivals. Are the resident
males probing for information regarding the sex of a newcomer since
outward appearances are ambiguous? On the other hand, if you are a
new bird in the area, it is not necessarily a good strategy to arouse the
sexual jealousy of a more dominant male.

Zebra Finches
Although adult Zebra Finches
are sexually dimorphic in appearance, all adults have a red
bill, whereas the beak of juveniles is black. In fact, if the bill of
a young finch is painted red, its
parents will stop feeding it,
which indicates that bill color is
used to identify the age of a
finch. (Note: Older fledglings
with red beaks resemble adult
females.)

Juvenile (right) begs to be fed.
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When feeding nestlings, wild
Zebra Finches selectively feed
only those chicks that exhibit the
appropriate species-specific gape
marking. This innate selectivity,
however, has been lost in some
domesticated Zebra Finches. As a
consequence, birds bred in captivity
will readily adopt chicks of other
species.

WJD

Symmetry
When wooing a female, the quality
of a male’s singing performance
can be very persuasive. When all
Male Zebra Finch
the males courting a female are
good singers, however, she must
make her evaluation based on traits other than a male’s song. One
possibility is to closely examine a male's appearance, particularly symmetry of his plumage such as the arrangement of the feathers on a
male’s throat and chest. To produce such an intricate pattern of finely
spaced barring, feather growth during molt must be nearly flawless.
Any minor disruptions while a bird is molting can result in irregularities in the final pattern.
Though few males are perfect, some are more symmetrical in their
appearance than others. During their assessment, females pay little attention to the number of bars or the width of spacing between the bars
on the throat. It is more important that the barring pattern flows
smoothly from left to right. Breaks in the pattern are decidedly unimpressive to the opposite sex. When given a choice between several
males, a female Zebra Finch prefers to mate with the male that is the
most bilaterally symmetrical.
Why does appearance matter? Apparently, deviation from perfect
symmetry indicates that there were problems during early development. This is important because resistance to environmental assaults
early in life is a measure of a male’s genetic fitness.

103
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Black and white birds

Pied Butcherbird

Pied Currawong

Pied Honeyeater

Possible reasons for exhibiting black and white
Black and white birds commonly live in open habitats.
Black and white birds defend territories year-round using visual
displays and vocalizations.
In a brightly lit environment, the contrast of black on white is effective
in emphasizing form and movement.
White has the highest reflectance value of any color, making it exceptionally good for advertising movement over long distances.
When viewed from afar, the outline of white objects becomes blurred.
Perhaps this is why few small birds are entirely white. Black, on the
other hand, holds the shape of a bird against most visual backgrounds.
Hence, an appropriate mix of black and white feathers highlights subtle
movements during courtship displays and when birds are in flight.
Is it a coincidence that those species that advertise their presence by
perching at elevated locations for long periods of time are usually black
(e.g., crows, Pied Currawongs, Pied Honeyeaters, Spangled Drongos,
Australian Magpies, and Magpie-larks)?

In an influential book, Amotz Zahavi recalls
an experience of a friend’s daughter being
scolded for not wearing black leotards during
dance practice. Black allows an instructor to
monitor the movement of a dancer’s legs.
In a live performance, however, dancers wear
white leotards to limit the ability of the audience to pick out mistakes.
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Adaptations of desert dwelling birds
Physiological
Uric acid excretion
High body temperature
Ability to lower metabolic rate in summer, e.g., Zebra Finches, Spinifex
Pigeon, some parrots, and scrubwrens.
Enhanced absorption of water in digestive tract, e.g., Galahs and other
desert dwelling birds.
Tolerance of salt in bloodstream allowing birds to drink salty water, e.g.,
Zebra Finch.
Ability to eliminate salt via nasal salt secretion, e.g., some raptors.

Behavioral
Nomadism: unpredictable and irregular movements in response to local
weather and food supply, e.g., Budgerigars, Emu, bronzewings, and
Stubble Quail.
Adjusts diet.
Adjusts drinking schedules at water holes (see page 137—139 for details).
Shifts to crepuscular and nocturnal lifestyle, e.g., Night Parrot
Seeks shelter in caves, under rocks, and in burrows.

Foraging innovations
Species

Innovation

White-winged Chough

uses an empty mussel shell to hammer to open
shells of live mussels

Pacific Gull

drops mussels onto hard surfaces

Crimson Rosella

sallies for insects on the wing

Black Kite

uses bread as bait to catch fish

Shrike-tit

breaks off a twig to use as tool to pry out prey from
bark of trees

Grey Shrike-thrush

uses a twig to probe crevices in house brick

Pied Butcherbird

inserts strips of meat through clothesline fastener to
soften the meat

Torresian Crow

turns over dead Cane Toads to eat them through the
underbelly to avoid the dorsal poison glands

157

Vocal mimicry
Approximately 15 percent of Australian songbirds copy sounds, usually those
of other species. Most of these vocal mimics occur in scrub, heath, or in forest
habitats where visibility is relatively limited. The most accomplished mimics are
not usually brightly colored. The better known mimics, excluding parrots, are
listed below (based on Chisholm 1950).

Major mimics

Minor mimics

Lyrebirds (Superb and Albert’s)
Bowerbirds (Satin, Western, and Great)
Chestnut-rumped Heathwren
Rufous Scrub-bird
Pied Butcherbird
Redthroat
Yellow-throated Scrubwren
Brown Songlark
Australian Magpie

Orioles (Olive-backed and Yellow)
Grey Butcherbird
Bowerbirds (Fawn-breasted
and Golden bowerbirds)
Logrunner
Thornbills (most species)
Whistlers (Olive and Golden)

Introduced mimics
European Blackbird
Common Myna
European Starling
Skylark
Song Thrush

“You realize, none of that is his own stuff!”
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Bush Stone-curlew 34
Butcherbirds, profile 84, 78, 104, 113, 124-6,
151, 157-8
cassowary
Dwarf 105
Southern 105
Channel-billed Cuckoo 144-5
Chestnut-rumped Heathwren 158
Chiming Wedgebill 143
Chowchillas, sounds of 111, 154
Collared Sparrowhawk 153
Comb-crested Jacana, profile 30
male carrying chicks 30
polyandry 30
size dimorphism 148
Common Bronzewing 111
visiting water holes 137
Common Koel 143-45
duetting 109-110
Common Myna 158
Common Tern 143
cooperative breeding 123
examples of 58, 60, 87, 97, 98, 124
explanation of helping 125
Coot 29
coping with arid conditions 134
corroboree, of Noisy Miner 60, 61, 66, 145
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coverable badges 62, 100
crèching 13, 98. 119, 122
Crested Bellbird 155
Crested Pigeon, profile 35
adapting to desert conditions 134, 136-7
aerial display 35
nonvocal sounds 111
visual displays 36
vocalizations 37
Crimson Chat 136-7, 143, 155
Crimson Finch
symbolic use of nest material 123
Crimson Rosella 157
cuckoos 141, 144
Brush 144-5, 155
Channel-billed 144-5
Common Koel 109, 143, 145
competition among (table) 144
Horsfield’s Bronze-cuckoo 144
Pallid 141, 143-4
Shining Bronze-Cuckoo 142, 144
currawongs 104, 144
Darter, profile 16
visual displays 18
vocalizations 17
dawn chorus 1
of Laughing Kookaburra 49, 51
deception, by choughs 86, 102
concealed identity 102
deserts 157 (table)
adaptations to 134
Diamond Dove, visiting water hole 138
Diamond Firetail 113
distraction display 27-8, 32, 34, 66, 70, 72,
131-33
Dollar Bird 143, 155
Double-barred Finch 140
doves and pigeons
Bar-shouldered 111
Common Bronzewing 111, 137
Crested, profile 35, 111, 134-37
Diamond 138
Spinifex 134-7, 157
Wonga 111, 132
drinking habits, 138, 156 (table)
duetting 21, 63, 71, 73, 107, 110
(also see individual species)
ducks
Australian Wood Duck 22
Freckled 140

Dusky Moorhen, profile 25
brightly colored chicks 98
cooperative breeding 25, 114
crèching 98
egg tossing 114
visual displays 26
vocalizations 28
dust bathing, by choughs 87
Eastern Spinebill 111, 141
Eastern Whipbird
whip-cracking and duetting 107, 108-9
Eclectus Parrot, 97, 124
egg dumping 22, 98, 114
egg tossing 114
Emu, profile 5, 156-7
adapting to desert conditions 134
broody behavior 6
migration 143
European Blackbird 158
European Starling 158
Eurasian Capercaillie 105
fairy-wrens 132, 144
cooperative breeding 124
Splendid 135
Superb 2, 55, 131
Variegated 136
White-winged 99, 135
feet, source of sound 21, 52, 110, 112
Figbird 112, 113, 144
finches 123
Crimson 123
estrildid 138
Double-barred 140
Firetailed 123
Gouldian 139-40
Long-tailed 101, 102,140
Masked 140
Red-browed 113
Red-eared 123
Star 123
Zebra 101-04, 113, 134, 136, 157
Flame Robin 143
Flock Bronzewing 137, 143
foraging innovations 157 (table)
Forest Kingfisher 50
Fork-tailed Swift 143
Freckled Duck 140
friarbirds 144
Galah, profile 38, 129
adapting to desert conditions 134, 137, 157
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crèches 120, 121
playing in willy-willies 149
visual display 39
vocalizations 40
Gang-gang Cockatoo 143
Golden-headed Cisticola, short tail of 99
Golden-shouldered Parrots 113
Gouldian Finch 139-40
Great Bowerbird, 83
Grey Butcherbird 84, 158
cooperative breeding 124-26
impaling prey 85
nest association 113
singing 158
Grey-crowned Babbler, profile 69
visual displays 69-71
vocalizations 72-73
Grey Goshawk 128
size dimorphism 148, 153
Grey Shrike-thrush 157
Helmeted Friarbird 113
Hoary-headed Grebe, profile 19
social roosting 19
visual displays 19
vocalizations 20
honeyeaters 127, 138, 154
Bell Miner 64, 124-27
Black-eared Miner 64
corroborees of 145
host to cuckoos 144
Lewin’s 100, 155
mouth color of nestlings 155
New Holland 65-7, 145, 146, 155
Noisy Miner 60-64, 72, 130, 145, 155
Pied 104
Regent 68, 113
Spiny-cheeked 136-7
Striped 113
Wattlebirds 73
White-naped 143
Yellow-faced 143
Yellow-throated Miner 64
Inland Dotterel 140
kidnapping, by choughs 1, 86, 88-89
kingfishers 112, 154, 156
Azure 50
Buff-breasted Paradise 113
Laughing Kookaburra (see below)
nesting in termites mound 113

Forest 50
Red-backed 50
Sacred 50
kookaburras (see Laughing Kookaburra)
Latham’s Snipe 111, 143
Laughing Kookaburra 2, 132
profile 47
cooperative breeding 124
territorial displays 47, 48
vocalizations 49-50
lerps 58, 127
Letter-winged Kite 140, 143
Lewin’s Honeyeater 100, 155
Little Penguin, profile 11
full-trumpet songs 12
Logrunner 158
Long-tailed Finch 101, 102,140
Magnificent Riflebird 111
Magpie-lark 74, 104, 144, 154
duetting 107-108
nest of 113, 116, 117
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo 41
Malleefowl, mound of 115
Masked Finch 140
Masked Lapwing, profile 32
distraction display 32, 34
Masked Woodswallow, at water hole 138
megapodes, see individual species
mounds as incubators, 115
migration patterns 141
transcontinental migration 142
types of migration (table) 143
Mistletoebird, profile 93, 155
defecating on branch 93
mobbing 61, 72-77, 92, 130-32
mouth color of chicks 155 (table)
mud nests,116 (see individual species)
mud nesters 116-17
Mulga Parrot 137
Nankeen Kestrel 153
nest defense, 118
nesting
associations 113
symbolic use of nest material 123
nest-wiping 54
New Holland Honeyeater 145, 146, 155
profile 65
visual displays 65-66
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Night Parrot 140, 157
nocturnal birds 140
Noisy Miner 72, 145, 155
profile 60
cooperative breeding 124
corroboree 60, 61, 145
mobbing 130
territoriality 60
visual displays 61
vocalizations 62-63
nomadism 143, 157
nonvocal sounds 110, 154 (table)
Olive Whistler 143
Orange-bellied Parrot 142
Orange-footed Scrubfowl 115
Orioles 158
Osprey 153
Owlet-nightjar 147, 155
Pacific Baza 62, 130, 153
Pacific Gull 157
Pale-yellow Robin 155
Pallid Cuckoo, migration of 141-44
Palm Cockatoo 112
drumming 110
pardalotes 113, 143, 156
burrows 126-7
Striated 58
Parrots 129
Bourke’s 134, 136, 137
Eclectus 97, 124
Galahs 38, 120-1, 129, 134, 137, 149,157
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo 41
Mulga 137
nesting termite mounds 113
Night 140, 157
Orange-bellied 142
Red-rumped 129
Swift 142, 143
Peregrine Falcon 131, 153
size dimorphism 148
Pheasant Coucal, profile 42
mouth color 155
vocalizations 46
Phillip Island, penguin colony 11
physiological & behavioral adaptations 134
Pictorella Mannikin 139
Pied Butcherbird 84, 104, 151, 157
Pied Honeyeater 104
pigeons, detecting low sounds 105

Pink Cockatoo, see Major Mitchell’s
play 149, 150-52
plumage
black and white birds 104
chicks of Dusky Moorhen 98
coverable badges 100
reverse-dimorphism Eclectus Parrots 97
symmetry of patterns 103
wings 111
polyandry
in Comb-crested Jacana 30
in White-winged Choughs 89
predator avoidance, 128
psyllid, see lerps
Purple Swamphen 29
Rainbow Bee-eater 124, 143
Rainbow Lorikeet, profile 42
visual displays 43
vocalizations 44
Red-backed Kingfisher, 50
Red-browed Finch 113, 123
Red-eared Firetail Finch
symbolic use of nest material 123
Red-rumped Parrot 129
Redthroat 144, 158
Regent Bowerbird 83
Regent Honeyeater, profile 68, 113
response to predators, singing 133
Restless Flycatcher
catching spiders 106
nest association 113
Rock Warbler 144, 154
whirring from wings 111
rodent-run 131
roosting 19, 42, 49, 51, 69, 120-21, 131, 147
Rufous Fantail 77
migration 143
feeding cuckoo 145, 155
Rufous Scrub-bird 158
Rufous Whistler, migration of 141
Sacred Kingfisher, 50
Satin Bowerbird, profile 78, 158
attentive males 80
bower 78, 80, 81
bower ornaments, 82
plumage color 101
vocal mimicry 81, 158
Satin Flycatcher 142
shrike-thrush 136
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Shrike-tit 157
Shining Bronze-Cuckoo 142, 144
size dimorphism 148, 153 (table)
Skylark 156, 158
snakebird, see Darter
social roost of grebes 19
Song Thrush 158
Southern Cassowary, booming 105
function of casque 105
Spangled Drongo 104, 143
play 150
Spinifex Pigeon 134, 136, 137
adapting to desert conditions 157
Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater 136-7
Splendid Fairy-wren
adapting to desert conditions 135
Spotted Bowerbird 83
Spotted Harrier 113
Spotted Shag 157
Star Finch, symbolic use of nest material 123
Striated Heron, bait fishing 151-2
Striated Pardalote, profile 58
burrowing, why they do 126-27
migration 143
song 59
visual displays 58
Stubble Quail 143, 157
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, crest of 100
Superb Fairy-wren, profile 55
carrying flower petal 56
singing in response to predators 131
visual displays 56
Superb Lyrebird 158
Swift Parrot 142, 143
tails
of fairy-wrens 99
of Golden-headed Cisticola 99
source of sound 111
Tasmanian Silvereyes, migration of 141
Tawny Frogmouth, torpor 147
Terra Explorer Project, 2
thornbills 57, 136, 144, 156, 158
tool use 151 (also see individual species)
torpor 147
Torresian Crow 150, 157
play 150
vagrants, migration 143
vocal mimicry 158 (table)

vocalizations
Budgerigars 108
cassowaries 105
Common Koel 109
duetting 107
Eastern Whipbirds 108
Magpie-larks 108
Restless Flycatcher 106
water holes, use of 35, 136, 137-9, 157
Wedge-tailed Eagle 78, 113, 149
Welcome Swallow 143
whistlers 141, 143, 156, 158
White-browed Scrubwren 113, 124, 144
adapting to desert conditions 135
White-naped Honeyeater 143
White-throated Treecreeper, profile 54
nest-wiping 54
vocalizations 54
White-winged Chough 1, 157
cooperative breeding 124, 126
nest of 116, 117
play 151
profile 86
territoriality 86
White-winged Fairy-wren 99
adapting to desert conditions 135
White-winged Triller 74, 113
Willie Wagtail
mobbing 132
nesting with Magpie Larks 74, 113
profile 74
tail-wagging 75
visual displays 75-76
vocalizations 77
willy-willies, birds playing in 39, 149
wing-generated sounds 39, 111
Wonga Pigeon
distraction display 132
wing-generated sounds 111
Yellow-faced Honeyeater 143
Yellow-rumped Thornbill 113, 136, 144
Yellow-throated Miner 64
Yellow-throated Scrubwren 158
Zebra Finch
adapting to desert conditions 134, 136, 157
artificial crest 101-102, 113
mouth color of juveniles 103
symmetrical plumage patterns 104
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